farm

To tackle sophisticated test cases with
manual testing on real devices or run
massive number of automated tests in
parallel.

On-Prem
Device Farm

On-prem solution
Has never been easier to have a device farm in your own
location.

Automated Testing
Test your app in parallel against your own device farm.

Cost Effective
Best pricing in the market based on features.

Built-in Inspector
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No need for Appium Desktop installation all you need is your
browser to start writing test automation.

Benefits of real device testing on device farm
With Visium Farm on-prem solution at the most affordable cost,
own your device farm!

Get the most from automation

Test automation can reduce the time
required to run repetitive tests. However,
with the power of Visium Farm, you will
have the chance to multiply the output.

Test your app as in your hands

Unlike emulators, testing on real mobile
devices always provides more detailed
results about your app and resource usage,
also it helps you to analyze the real end-user
experience more productively.

No more devices in drawers

Collect your mobile devices from
testers and developers’ drawer. Plus,
centrally manage and share all these
assets.

Spend less

Sharing the same device with diverse
stakeholders increases the utilization
of each device while decreasing the
need of having many devices.

Features

Scalable Architecture

Live and Automated Testing

Scalability with server and client mode.
Devices connected to the server can also be
used for testing.

Either run your live manual tests on an
individual test device or run your
automated tests on a massive amount of
devices in parallel.

BDD & Visium GO support

LDAP Integration

All test automation frameworks supporting
standart appium JSONWP Protocol, can be
easily integrated

Use your LDAP server or Microsoft Active
Directory as the master source of user data
along with internal user repo.

Multilingual Support

Reporting

Already supported in 3 languages. Flexible
architecture to add new ones.

Leverage detailed reports to get a better
result.

App Library Management

REST API Support

Keep all of your apk and ipa versions in the
same library.

Consume all of your farm functionality
through well-designed API endpoints
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